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Summary
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former industrial buildings into a mixed-use property with 114 apartments and 38,000 square feet of commercial/
,#Õ "0- "ă&+"16,#1%"-/1*"+10/"/"+1"!1,/"0&!"+10"/+&+$2-1,áÙ-"/ "+1 Ą4&1%ßá,#1%,0"/"0"/3"!
for area teachers. The space is designed and programmed to be a supportive environment for educators.

Dealmakers
⦁ Successful partnership of mission-driven private developers
⦁ Workforce housing for an underserved market
⦁ /"1&3"Õ++ &+$,###,/!)"%,20&+$4&1%"4/("15/"!&10
⦁ Attractive rehabilitation and conversion of a formerly derelict industrial property
⦁ A successful model for development replicable across different markets
⦁ Neighborhood revitalization
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Development Partners
D3 Real Estate Development
Ü")011""3"),-*"+1&0-/&31"
%&)!")-%&Ě0"!Õ/*%"!"!6 /"$
&))+! "+20,ă%"Õ/*!"3"),-0
residential and mixed-use properties with an
&+1"/"01&+ ,**2+&16"+"Õ10+!1%,2$%1#2)
design. D3 also serves as an Owners Representative
1,+,+-/,Õ1,/$+&71&,+0+!"!2 1&,+) )&"+10ă

Seawall Development Corporation
"4))"3"),-*"+1,*-+6Ą-/&31"!"3"),-*"+1Õ/*#,2+!"!
by the father-son team of Donald and Thibault Manekin, is based in
Baltimore. The company specializes in the investment, development, and operation of
real estate assets focusing primarily on mixed-use, urban redevelopment projects.

Planning and Policy
The renovation of Oxford Mills is more than the mixed-use rehabilitation of two historic buildings. It also has sought
1, 2)1&31"0"+0",# ,**2+&16611/ 1&+$1" %"/00/"0&!"+104&1%!&0 ,2+1"!/"+10Ą!"0&$+1&+$,#Õ "0- "
1,"!2 1&,+),/$+&71&,+0+!,1%"/+,+-/,Õ10Ą+!,##"/&+$0, &)+!-/,#"00&,+)-/,$/**&+$+!"3"+10ă
The collaborative, education-centered model for Oxford Mills replicates similar successful historic rehabilitation
-/,'" 1002 %0+&,+&))+!&))"/đ0,2/1&+)1&*,/"ă"4))"3"),-*"+1đ0,+)!+"(&+!"3"),-"!1%&0
model based on his experience as a board member for Teach for America and a two-year stint as interim chief oper1&+$,#Õ "/,#1%")1&*,/"0 %,,)0601"*ă" %#,/*"/& Ą ,**,+1"++111%"0"-/,-"/1&"0Ą&0+1&,+)
+,+-/,Õ14&1%,#Õ "0/,2+!1%" ,2+1/61%1/" /2&10+"4 ,))"$"$/!21"01,1" %#,/14,6"/0&+0 %,,)0&+
low-income communities. Based in Baltimore, Seawall Development partnered with another private developer, D3
Development out of Philadelphia, to launch the model there.
Because of the historic status of Oxford Mills and its location in a
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brought the concept and the lead
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getting the project though the
community, the city, planning,
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distressed neighborhood, the project was eligible for tax credits,
principally New Market Tax Credits and federal historic preservation tax
/"!&10Ą4%& %4"/"1%" ,/+"/01,+",#*(&+$1%"-/,'" 1Õ++ &))6
possible. These subsidies made it possible to offer discounted rents
1,%&)!")-%&1" %"/0ă)&$&&)&16&0,-"+1,))1" %"/0Ą4%"1%"/1
public, private, parochial, or charter schools.
In Philadelphia, as in many cities across the U.S., housing costs have
&+ /"0"!0%/-)6Ą4%&)"4$"0#,/*+6 ,**2+&160"/3& "Õ")!0Ą02 %
01" %"/0Ą-,)& ",#Õ "/0Ą+!%")1% /"4,/("/0Ą%3"/"*&+"!
01$++1ă%20Ą1%"!"*+!#,/Ē4,/(#,/ "%,20&+$ē1"),4Ě*/("1
rents to meet these housing needs.
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Site Development
%",21%"+0&+$1,++"&$%,/%,,!
was historically a working class,
industrial area that was a center of
the textile industry. As manufacturing moved elsewhere in the latter
half of the 20th century, many of the
large brick factories became vacant
%,1,$/-%66 *$& %,1,$/-%6

and derelict. The two Oxford Mills
buildings, now listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, originally
were home to the Quaker City Dye Works.
In the early 20th century, they became a
warehouse for textile waste. In the 1960s, the
170,000-square-foot complex was converted into
a lamp factory, which went out of business in the
early 2000s.
The property had defaulted mortgages and was under
foreclosure when D3 navigated its way in 2011 through property
acquisition and local entitlements of two parcels, which include the two
buildings and an accessory parking lot.
Located near the gentrifying areas of Northern Liberties and Fishtown and a few miles from downtown Philadelphia,
"+0&+$1,+đ03 +1-/,-"/1&"0%3"" ,*"-/&*"/")"011"#,//"!"3"),-*"+1ă+")"31"!1/&+011&,+01,-#,/
the Market-Frankford Line is also nearby.

2)& 21/" %
The City of Philadelphia can have a complex and political path for
getting approvals such as the Oxford Mills developers required for the
redevelopment of the property. One element in the entitlement process
&0$"11&+$1%"--/,3),#1%"+"&$%,/%,,!đ0"$&01"/"!,**2+&16
Organizations (RCO).
04"/",#Õ &))6"01)&0%"!61%" &16đ0+"4,+&+$,!"&+ÛÙÚÛ
0+"&$%,/%,,!,/$+&71&,+01%1/"$&01"/4&1%1%" &16đ0)++&+$
Commission. Developers seeking entitlement approvals, a zoning
variance, or other project review must present proposals to the applicable
01,0""(1%"), )+"&$%,/%,,!đ002--,/1ă02--,/1&0+
important part of the next step in the development process, and involves
seeking approval from the local district city council member.
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,*" ,**2+&16*"*"/0"5-/"00"! ,+ "/+0,21$"+1/&Õ 1&,+
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uses. Working diligently through these channels, the Oxford Mills developers gained strong support for the project,
receiving enthusiastic applause at an RCO presentation.
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Design
The rehabilitation of the historic Oxford Mills manufacturing buildings
sought to retain many of their vintage features. The apartments have been
renovated in an open, modern style, with restored original hardwood
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are indistinguishable from the market-rate units.
Apartment amenities include wall-to-wall carpeting and walk-in closets

Creating common areas is a real
"+1"/-&" ",#1%"-/,'" 1Ǿ,ƛ"/&+$
,--,/12+&1&"0#,/ ,)),/1&,+
&+ *-20Ȓ)&(""+3&/,+*"+1ǽ
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&+1%""!/,,*0Ć%&$%Ě"#Õ &"+ 6%"1&+$+! ,,)&+$0601"*0Ć*,!"/+
kitchens with Shaker-style cabinetry; an island and breakfast counter;
and a washer/dryer in each residence.
"4))"3"),-*"+1đ0-/"3&,200&*&)/-/,'" 10&+)1&*,/",##"/"!$2&!+ "#,/5#,/!&))0Ą-/1& 2)/)6
establishing common space for both the residential and commercial components. The redevelopment of two
separate buildings allowed for the creation of internal courtyards as an additional amenity for both residential
+!,#Õ "ĸ ,**"/ &)1"++10ă%"/"0&!"+1&) ,2/16/! ,+1&+0Õ/"-&10Ą-"/$,)Ą),2+$"
0"1&+$Ą+! ,*-)&*"+1/6& &ă%"ÝÙĄÙÙÙ0.2/"#""1,#,#Õ "ĸ ,**"/ &)
0- ",##"/0Ö"5&)"0- "#,/1"++10Ą02 %0ÚĄÞÙÙ0.2/"#""1&+#,2/0%/"!
conference rooms, a break room, and kitchenette.
A former abandoned alley between the two buildings has been
transformed into a primary public connection, restored with
cobblestones, lighting and plantings.
Careful documentation of existing and proposed
conditions were required to ensure eligibility for the
federal historic rehabilitation tax credits. The project
involved over 30 different window and door types
&+!!&1&,+1,1%"/"01,/1&,+,#1%"4,,!Ö,,/&+$Ą
brick, and timber framing.
""1&+$2&)!&+$ "00&&)&16+!"+"/$6"#Õ &"+ 6
requirements posed additional challenges.
Accessibility was achieved with multiple elevators
and regrading of the site. The historic preservation
standards would not allow insulation of the historic
"51"/&,//& (4))0Ą0,&+01"!Ą"+"/$6"#Õ &"+ 640
leveraged with new insulation at the roof and high-efÕ &"+ 63/&)"/"#/&$"/+1Ö,4ģ Ĥ%"1&+$+!

sustainable affordable housing. Oxford Mills has also been
recognized with two 2015 Best in American Living awards:
-)1&+2*#,/Ē"01 &01,/& /"0"/31&,+ē+!Ē"01/,'" 1&+
the North Atlantic Region.”
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,,)&+$0601"*0ă%"-/1*"+10*""11%"+1"/-/&0"
Green Communities Criteria, a national framework for
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Financing
%"5#,/!&))0-/,'" 1"+"Õ1"!0201+1&))6
from $34 million in federal New Market Tax Credits
(NMTC) allocations as well as federal historic
preservation tax credits. These programs reduced
the cost of the $37.8 million project by about 40
percent. Of the NMTC allocations, Philadelphia
Industrial Development Corporation provided
ƥÚÞ*&))&,+Ą+1"/-/&0", &) +3"01*"+1
,/-,/1&,+ģ Ĥ-/,3&!"!ƥÚÙ*&))&,+Ą+!
the National Trust Community Investment
Corporation provided $9 million. TD Bank was the
equity investor for the full NMTC allocation and
%,1,$/-%66 *$& %,1,$/-%6

-/,3&!"!1%"*',/&16,#1%"/"*&+&+$Õ++ &+$Ą
including $17.8 million in term debt and $6.3 million in
historic tax credits equity.
5#,/!&))0)0,"+"Õ1"!#/,*ƥÞÙÙĄÙÙÙ),+#/,*+
angel investor with a commitment to socially responsible
development that delivers great long term value to the city. The
&+3"01,/đ0#,2+!1&,+)0,02--,/1"!"4))"3"),-*"+1đ0"/)&"/
Baltimore projects and similar efforts around the world with an economic
and social return for communities.
NMTCs can be a creative funding source for the
production of affordable housing. First enacted by Congress in 2000,
NMTCs seek to incentivize private investment in low-income communities. The tax credits are administered by the Community Development
Financial Institutions Fund (CDFI Fund), a branch of the U.S. Department
,#1%"/"02/6ă%"  2+!4/!0 /"!&101,Ē ,**2+&16!"3"),-*"+1"+1&1&"0ēģĤ,+ ,*-"1&1&3"0&0ă%&)" "/1&+-/,$/*
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such as Oxford Mills.
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poverty rate exceeds 20 percent, or median family income is up to 80 percent of area or statewide median income.
+!!&1&,+Ą-/,'" 1-/"#"/"+ "&0,×"+$&3"+1, +!&!1"0&+Ē"3"/")6&01/"00"!/ 10ē4%"/"1%"-,3"/16/1"
the unemployment rate is at least 1.5 times the national average.
&+ "Ē/"0&!"+1&)/"+1)-/,-"/16ē&0+,1")&$&)"#,/Õ++ &+$ĝ!"Õ+"!001/2 12/"4%"/"áÙ-"/ "+1
,/*,/",#1%"$/,00/"+1)&+ ,*"#,/1%"15)"6"/&0#/,*!4"))&+$2+&10ĝ")&$&)"-/,'" 10*201)0,%3"
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exceeds 30 percent, or median family income is no greater than 60 percent of area or statewide median income, or

#,,1$",/ ,01ĄĤ&00,*"1&*"0/"#"//"!1,01%"ĒáÙ-"/ "+11"01ăē-/,-"/16*201-001%&0/"3"+2"1"01++2))6#,/
1%"đ00"3"+Ě6"/-"/&,!ă3&,)1&,+1+61&*"!2/&+$1%"0"3"+Ě6"/-"/&,!4,2)!"1%"0&0#,//" -12/"
of all credits.
Despite this restriction on the projects using NMTCs, the CDFI Fund has recently emphasized investments in afford)"%,20&+$ă +# 1Ą0,*"0/",2+!61%"&/)), 1&,+$/""*"+104&1%1%"  2+!1,--)6-,/1&,+,#
1%"&/)), 1&,+1,##,/!)"%,20&+$ă ,/-2/-,0"0ĄĒ##,/!)"%,20&+$ē&0!"Õ+"!0/"+1)%,20&+$2+&10
&+4%& %ÛÙ-"/ "+1,/*,/",#1%"1,1)/"+1)2+&10Õ++ "!/"/"+1/"01/& 1"!+!, 2-&"!6&+!&3&!2)04%,0"
income is 80 percent or less than the area median family income. These rent restrictions must be applied throughout
the seven-year NMTC compliance period.
 %,#1%"01%1)), 1"!0#,/5#,/!&))0%!0)&$%1)6!&##"/"+1-/&,/&1&"01%11%"-/,'" 1+""!"!1,
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low-income community, while the National Trust sought to apply its credits to support the rehabilitation of historic
2&)!&+$0ă%" đ0-/&,/&16401,!3+ "/"3&1)&71&,+&+%&)!")-%&ă"0-&1"1%" ,*-)"5&16,#*""1&+$1%"0"
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Marketing and Management
The residential apartments offer a variety of amenities, particularly for
teachers. Market-rate rents for the one- and two-bedroom apartments at
Oxford Mills range from $1,345 to $1,995; teachers receive a $200 – $400
monthly discount on these rents, depending on the apartment.
%".2)&Õ 1&,+#,/1" %"/")&$&&)&16&0!,+",++%,+,/0601"*ă
The property has maintained 100 percent occupancy via internal
promotion. Oxford Mills maintains three different property websites to
--/,-/&1")6!&/" 1-/,0-" 1&3",#Õ "1"++10Ą*/("1Ě/1"/"0&!"+10Ą
and teacher residents.
"0&!"+1&)*"+&1&"0&+ )2!"Õ1+"00 "+1"/4&1%0%,4"/0Ą/"0&!"+1
lounges, and free onsite parking. In a unique touch to meet the lesson
planning needs of the teacher residents, copy machines are located on
" %Ö,,/ă +!!&1&,+1,1%"*-)" ,+#"/"+ "/,,*0- "Ą1%"/"/"
,1%"/,#Õ "*"+&1&"01+,!!&1&,+) %/$"1,1"++101%1&+ )2!"
parking and kitchenette access.
Other lifestyle attractions include a yoga studio, bike parking,
secured entry system, onsite car share, and electric car
%/$&+$011&,+0ă #,+1%"-/,-"/16),+$5#,/!
Street provides a natural meeting point for residents,
workers and the neighborhood. Regular social
programs and events round out the efforts to create
opportunities for collaboration and community.
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+ %,/1"++1Ą" %#,/*"/& ă/1,#1%"-/,-"/16%0)0,""+ ,+Õ$2/"!0+"+1/"-/"+"2/&),#Õ "
incubator that rents desk space by the day.
Üđ0-/,-"/16*+$"*"+1/*0"/3"0,1%1%",#Õ "ĸ ,**"/ &)+!/"0&!"+1&)0- "#,/5#,/!&))0ă

0"/31&,+0+!"00,+0"/+"!
Replicate a successful model with a partner. Seawall Development produced the original historic rehabilitation into
an education-centered, mixed-use property in Baltimore that became a model for Oxford Mills. Partnering with D3 to
export it to Philadelphia worked well to navigate the differences in local politics and real estate markets.
Meet the need for workforce housing. Oxford Mills demonstrates how to meet an underserved housing need for
local educators whose earnings have not kept pace with rapidly escalating area housing costs.
"4/("15/"!&10,##"/ /"1&3"Õ++ &+$ă While NMTCs cannot be used exclusively for rental housing, there
are valuable opportunities to leverage this resource to produce affordable units.
Intentional design for collaboration creates community. The many features that Oxford Mills incorporates to serve
1%""!2 1,/0+!"!2 1&,+)+,+-/,Õ10ĝ,1%!"0&$+")"*"+10+!-/,$/**1& #"12/"0ĝ0"/3"1%"-/,-"/164"))
to create a thriving community. The success of the Oxford Mills rehabilitation, in turn, has supported revitalization of
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the surrounding neighborhood.
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This document is a portion of NAHB’s report
How Did They Do It? Discovering New Opportunities for Affordable Housing.
Click here to view the full report.
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